
 

 

 

 

Northwest Parking District Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC)  

Meetings Notes 

 

Members in Attendance  

 

Rick Michaelson  (Chair, At-large) 

Nick Fenster (Vice Chair, Northwest Business Association, NWBA) 

Daniel Anderson (At-Large) 

Peter Rose (At-Large) 

Alexandra Zimmerman (At-Large) 

Mark Stromme (At-Large) 

Karen Karlsson (Northwest District Association, NWDA) 

Ron Walters (Northwest District Association, NWDA) 

Jeanne Harrison (Northwest District Association, NWDA) 

Ron Walters (Northwest District Association, NWDA) 

Parker McNulty (Northwest District Association, NWDA) 

Amy Spreadborough (Northwest Business Association, NWBA) 

Thomas Ranieri Northwest Business Association, NWBA) 

Don Singer Northwest Business Association, NWBA) 

 

Members Absent  

 

No members absent.  

 

Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) Staff  

 

Rae-Leigh Stark (Northwest Parking District Liaison) 

Zena Rockowitz (Parking Program Specialist) 

Chris Armes (Division Manger)  

Lisa Strader (ADA Coordinator)  

Kristan Alldrin (Program Manager) 

Kathryn Doherty-Chapman (Project Manager) 

Sarah Goforth (Transportation Demand Management Specialist)  

                   NW Parking SAC 

December 16, 2020 

4:30 p.m. – 6:00 p.m. 

Virtual Meeting  

Zoom  

Portland, Oregon  



 

Speakers 

 

Owen Ronchelli, Rick Williams Consulting  

 

Public in Attendance  

 

Allen Classen  

Anjum Bawa 

Joel Nunez 

Damien Erlund 

 

Subcommittees  

 

Rae-Leigh discusses subcommittee decision-making and forming a third subcommittee on 

capital projects to provide direction to the Stakeholder Advisory Committee (SAC). The direction 

subcommittees give stays within the intent and budget approved by the SAC. Any decision-

making outside of that would require SAC vote. For example, in the Supply Subcommittee there 

was interest in hiring a consultant. This was formalized and put it in the budget for vote at the 

full SAC meeting. Example of TDM Subcommittee work is small marketing decisions. Discussion 

on giving direction versus decision making. Decision would include a vote. Nick talks about 

committees versus executive committees. Discussion on needing a quorum and voting. Rae-

Leigh explains the bylaws allow votes with a quorum of members and that subcommittees 

haven’t been voting. 

 

Karen notes they weren’t spending money on capital projects until Northwest In Motion 

(NWIM), when projects came up that the neighborhood needs. They came up with the lighting 

study and urban design for Northwest 23rd Avenue. As a committee they have responsibility to 

explore option for spending capital in a way that is beneficial to the neighborhood. The 

committee itself doesn’t have time to do that discussion. Rick said the subcommittee could 

discuss streetcar commitment. Mark agrees, “as a  group they have responsibility and should be 

figure out how to spend it constructive, useful, visible way”.  Jeanne wants to see it have a focus 

that is not narrow. Wants to focus more on programmatic things on the back of NWIM that 

PBOT doesn’t have ownership of, like pedestrian lighting and urban design. Focus on what isn’t 

being taken care of that is important.  Committee discussion on public participation in the 

process. Nick wants to have Zoom access even when they meet in person. Alex wants to see a 

dashboard of committee work, which would be helpful for the budget process.   

 

Preliminary Parking Utilization Study Findings  

 

Owen presents preliminary parking utilization study data and will have full report by next SAC 

meeting. Inventoried all parking. Touches on newly metered or under construction, adjacent 

block faces reconfigured with different time stays, reformatting of Parking Kitty block face 

codes. Found 3,500 stalls. This is a reflection of the temporary spaces being used by restaurants. 



Additions of metered only stalls create a more well controlled area, makes enforcement easier. 

Parking Enforcement does not need to time the stalls as they did previously. There are still some 

one hour stalls out there but number is way down. Occupancy is down in 13 out of 14 hours 

they surveyed. Peak hour is 1 pm at 75%, compared to 82.4% last year.  

 

For non-permit users, the average duration went up significantly. 1 hour and 10 minutes greater 

than in 2019. Peak occupancy in 4 hour stalls (highest occupancy stall type), was 88% in 2019 

and 80% in 2020. The metered stalls stay went down significantly. Occupancy is 65.9%. See 1500 

permits out there versus 1700 previously. 

 

Rick wants more detail about why the average duration has changed. Owen says there are many 

temporary permits out there. Some had expiration dates, other permits said “until PBOT gives 

notice”. They had all expired at the time of the study. Karen wants to know about the number of 

business versus resident permits. 

 

Event Restricted District  

 

Owen presents on event restricted district strategies. Shows boundaries with differences 

between 2018 and 2020 inventory. There are 290 metered only stalls and 1,000 4 hour or by 

permit stalls.  

 

Strategy 1: Change the definition of ‘long-term parking’ in NW Parking District code to 

time limits greater than 2 hours 

 

Change the definition of a long term parking stall. In Title 16, long term is defined as 1 hour or 

more in northwest, but in the rest of Portland long term is defined as over 4 hours. You can add 

time to long term meters without citation and that allows people to feed the meter. There are 

210 metered-only stalls that are 2 hours. That means people can meter feed these without 

citation at these meters. PBOT would support change of the long term definition to more than 4 

hours to join the rest of the city.  

 

Karen in favor of getting rid of meter feeding. Parker says with the uncertainty of how things 

unfold, he isn’t sure about changing it. The area isn’t at capacity. “Once we hit the 85%, magic 

number, we can implement no meter feeding. We don’t know what things are going to be like 

when things reopen.” Rick notes, some of these changes require council action, would be talking 

about 2022 season if parking levels return to what they were prior to COVID. Nick: “the 

argument for meter feeding is fringe cases, this isn’t particularly abused concept in northwest, 

even on game days. Not primary driver of parking congestion.”  

 

Owen: there are not a lot of meter feeding transactions, but the amount of people who spend 

parked time due to meter feeding makes up 20% of visitor time. So while the transaction 

number is low, they stay a long time occupying the visitor space. Owen suggests a strategy to 

apply the long-term definition to only allow meter feeding at stalls greater than 2 hours, as stalls 



change to 2 hours in the event restricted area and 80% of stalls in northwest are 4 hour or by 

permit. If you want to keep letting people feed meters on regular days, this allows them to do so 

with the exception of 2 hours or less.  

 

Don: “You guys know pretty much where I stand on this, this was one of the key elements on 

Nob Hill Business Association and were not going to give in, it’s always something that has been 

unpopular and has been targeted for some time. Nick makes really great points. There is hardly 

any evidence, especially during game days, and we won’t even know until 2022 to see how 

Parking Kitty may be contributing to this. In terms of physical plugging, we don’t want to see 

that in any way drawn back. What Owen points out is exactly how we intended and wanted the 

system to work. There are plenty of 2 hour spaces right in front of the theater and they should 

be able to plug in that instance, many meters up in the retail area.” 

 

Rae-Leigh says any regulation or change to the city code, has to apply to anyone paying for the 

meter by Parking Kitty or physically paying the parking meter.  We have to apply it universally to 

the district. Rick wants to know if this is code or city policy.  

 

Rick feels there isn’t consensus for eliminating meter feeding entirely. Will find out more 

information about Parking Kitty and come back.  

 

Ron doesn’t agree with that but doesn’t feel strongly that it has to happen. Wants to look at all 

nine strategies or possibly more because all are interwoven with each other.  

 

Strategy 2: Make all “metered or by permit” on-street parking in the ERD permit-only on 

event days 

 

Make all of event restricted district by meter or by-permit only on event days. Would help keep 

event goers from parking in the event restricted district, but would also kick out visitors. 

Wouldn’t apply to 21% of stalls (on NW 21st and NW 23rd). 300 metered only stalls would be 

available for visitor use. PBOT comments: this would be too restrictive for businesses. Nick 

agrees with PBOT. Karen thinks this is by default what is happening now, people can’t park if 

they are visiting.  Owen says the problem is there isn’t a big variation between the number of 

visitors, steady number of permit holders parking in the area and not a lot of parking available 

to other folks, only so much capacity for them.  

 

Strategy 3: Increase parking citation fees on event days 

 

Look at citation fees on event days. PBOT would not support at this time because of COVID. 

Talked to Parking Enforcement about what the process would be. Would go first to city council 

and then the county court judge.  Tabling the discussion for now.  

 

Strategy 4: Expand the Event Restricted District 



 

Expand the event restricted district. Go further north by six additional blocks. Some other 

strategies must be implemented for this to be a worthwhile venture. PBOT is interested in 

implementing with another pool of strategies. Does reduce the flexibility of stalls to 

accommodate other user groups. Nick wants to clean it up and prove it works before expanding 

it and says if we start to see the problem migrate that is different. Don says, “when you expand 

further north you encompass more residential and impact those people during their evenings 

and the ability to have visitors that can’t be distinguished between event goers and non event 

goers.” Rick says how does that hinder visitors if you’re allowed to feed the meters? His strong 

belief is that the goal is to get people not to drive to the neighborhood and the district now is 

not large enough to make that work, but thinks they either need to expand the district so it’s big 

and far enough or eliminate the district. Tom notes that any day the event restricted district is in 

effect, that is also a restriction for his business, two hour limit restricts it to the point where it 

doesn’t work for his events.  

 

Strategy 5: Eliminate the Event Restricted District 

 

Eliminate the event restricted district. The definition of a long term metered stalls prohibits the 

designation from being effective and makes enforcement challenging. Committee comments 

about confusing signs creating agitation.  

 

Strategy 6: Sell on-street event-only parking permits in ERD (on event days) 

 

Sell on-street, event-only parking permits in the event restricted district. Only works if you make 

all of the stalls, by permit only. PBOT states this does not fall within current city policy and the 

parking permit program is a response to parking issues due to commuters. Consider logistics 

and restrictiveness. Rick wants to add an alternative: where anyone can get an event day permits 

(not just event goers). Don: “The idea about selling permits in the event district, worried about 

people gaining  system and how you prevent that. By the time you’re done, everyone has 

permits and no one else can park in that area.” 

 

Strategy 7: Employ event pricing in the ERD to discourage some visitors from parking and 

use revenues to increase access to non-auto modes 

 

Employ event pricing in event restricted district to influence people to come without cars. 

Because there is no pricing mechanism deterring people, it is inducing demand rather than 

keeping people out.  

 

Karen thinks great idea but would love to figure out a way to refund people that are not going 

to the event.  Chris says businesses could validate Parking Kitty. Nick has concerns about who 

else it will deter, could deter other visitors. Alex says she interested in this strategy to lessen car 

trips to northwest. Likes the idea of Parking Kitty validation for folks not going to the game. 



Would need to see cooperation from the Timbers maybe with communication and messaging to 

season ticket holders.  

 

Parker notes this limits impact to businesses within the district.  Sees it as disincentivizing people 

abusing the fact we have very cheap on street parking. 

 

Rick says this has the most enthusiasm with some wrinkles to it.  

 

Dan talks about charging different prices for paying with cash versus not paying wish cash, 

noting there are public agencies that do this in Oregon like the Hood River bridge. Mentions the 

idea of turning off Parking Kitty on event days. Could explore that if you book with Parking Kitty 

there is a certain charge. If you want to meter feed there is a certain charge. Karen says she 

doesn’t like the idea of getting rid of Parking Kitty.  

 

Strategy 8: Improve communications – develop app that communicates with event goers 

and neighbors alike 

 

Develop an app that communicates with event goers and neighbors, can promote merchandise 

and help educate. Con is it is costly. PBOT supports exploring this strategy but needs to look at 

approach and implementation.  

 

Strategy 9: Off-Street Parking Integration – establish and expand relationships with 

lot/garage operators to transition more event goers into off-street parking. 

 

Focus on off-street parking integration, relationships with garages. Needs to have an on-street 

disincentive or people aren’t going to use this. Could mimic Sacramento and San Francisco who 

price accordingly. In San Francisco you can reserve off street ahead of time and you can do it at 

a discounted rate by reserving in advance. Right now, the only reason people aren’t parking off 

street is because the on street system is full.  

 

Karen says: Integrating on and off street parking is a place to go. Overall, the data shows there 

was a huge impact on the entire neighborhood due to game day parking increases, need to look 

at strategies that fix not just a tiny piece of the district.  

 

Alex discusses holding these strategies up to an equity mobility framework to help meet the 

city’s larger goals. For example, advancing racial equity, reducing carbon emissions should be 

considered. Strategy 7 balances the scales, people who can afford to pay for parking are helping 

to offset. Want trips into northwest to not be car trips and influence carpooling.  

 

Rick says we will gear toward making proposals in November or December.  

 

Jeanne wants to know if there is a season planned. Rae-Leigh will find out.  

  



Public Comments  

 

Damien comments that he wants continued access to meeting by Zoom. Says it will require 

specialized microphone technology, or you won’t be able to hear anything.  

 

Transportation Wallet  

Rae-Leigh explains there have been fewer Transportation Wallets given away and sold than last 

year. Have budgeted $148,000 they haven't spent in 2020. Would like to use $100,000 to do a 

Frontline Worker Transportation Wallet, which would make 250 available to frontline workers. 

Working on who to prioritize first.   

Karen says the CDC has such a broad definition of frontline worker that it’s better to narrow it 

down. Talked about focus on grocery store workers and jobs where people are exposed to the 

public. Will not advertise broadly but do direct outreach to targeted groups. Amy will work on 

creating a prioritization plan for distribution with the Northwest Business Association.  

Dan notes some portion of frontline workers already have transit subsidies from large 

employers. Alex notes it only effects employers with more than 100 employees. Would go to 

grocery store workers, restaurants.  

Clarification that it’s people who serve the public who would benefit. Jeanne notes that 

prioritizing minimum wage workers is the bigger part of it.  

Rae-Leigh wants to label the new Transportation Wallet as for front line workers, instead of 

service industry workers, to make sure they have flexibility if they need to go beyond the service 

industry.  

Dan motions to approve creating a Frontline Worker Transportation Wallet at $100,000. Karen 

seconds the notion. No further discussion. No opposition, no abstention.   

New Business  

Rae-Leigh says they received proposals for the Off-street Demand and FeasibilityStudy. They are 

establishing an evaluation committee and are looking for a member of the SAC to sit on it, 

particularly a Supply Subcommittee member. Amy volunteers.  


